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Hardcore UFO enthusiasts share troubling elements with other conspiracy communities. By Sarah Scoles July 08, 2021 Ufology’s old guard came of age with relatively offline lives, gathering at ...
UFO conspiracies can be more dangerous than you think
Grandmother Joy Steck of South Holland and her husband, Tom, are grateful for the kindness shown by their retired educator friends Wally and Kathy Schultz of Schererville, Indiana, especially since ...
Column: Teacher friends care for former student, 72. ‘They’re such good people.’
After studying Sociology and Graphic Design, Andi Rosenthal, currently a Vienna-based artist, focused his output on drawing, painting both canvas and walls, and some “crazy” animation projects before ...
Andi Rosenthal
Teachers Get Paid Less - Education experts primarily blame state lawmakers for teacher wage stagnation in Florida, since they determine ...
Why Do Teachers Get Paid Less to Do the World’s Most Important Work?
A Boeing 747 exploded off the coast of New York 25 years ago this month. As quickly as the wreckage plunged into the Atlantic Ocean, questions arose.
'The first conspiracy of the internet age’: How the TWA Flight 800 crash sparked online rumors for years
Superforecasting harnesses the wisdom of wise crowds. It has predicted everything from election results to market moves. We believe it has huge implications for the financial services industry.
Superforecasting – How To Read The Future
From 'The Last Thing He Told Me' to 'The Guncle,' don't miss these 10 beach read audiobooks on Amazon and Audible.
Great beach reads on audiobook for summer 2021
Even though our county government tells me that I should always be prepared for summer forest fires, I never really am.
The essentials: What to pack when the fire is coming
There was no time. I figured whatever burned could be replaced and herded the kids, dog and cats out to the van. As we pulled out of the driveway, a fire truck with lights flashing and siren blaring ...
I had 5 minutes to evacuate from a California wildfire
Erika de Casier’s 2019 album Essentials struck a chord with listeners on a similar basis, the unapologetically wistful R&B-inspired vocals framed by a palette drawn from garage, G-Funk, house and ...
Erika de Casier: “Sometimes when I open Ableton Live I’m blank - what the hell am I going to create?”
Water possesses many unusual qualities that make life on earth possible. It is the only substance to commonly ... California farmers have shut down a million acres due to lack of water. Lake Mead ...
Health care essentials: Water scarcity is a large global concern
Adam received his master's in economics from The New School for Social Research and his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in sociology ... issue is taken down. Maturity by maturity ...
Maturity by Maturity Bidding (MBM)
The exhibition showcases student research to the public in a visual format and celebrates students and their innovative work.
Four Student Works Selected for First Images of Research Exhibition at the Graduate Center
Social distancing restrictions are gradually lifted, summer is in full swing, and the 4th of July weekend is upon us — here are the summer travel essentials to ensure you have the best 4th of July ...
Summer Travel Essentials For The Best 4th Of July Weekend
There’s plenty to love about the all-star director couple that is Lulu Wang and Barry Jenkins—she made The Farewell, and he made Moonlight, for crying out loud!—but I knew they had big ...
I Want What They Have: Lulu Wang and Barry Jenkins
People in markets far away from Seattle, Amazon’s headquarters, are now used to same-day and next-day deliveries of everything from daily essentials to refrigerators ... made her one the richest women ...
Jeff Bezos steps down: From flipping burgers to taking the moon shot(s)
Caroline Hartnett is a demographer and an associate professor of sociology at ... We’re killing the Earth. Populations are bad. So I would much rather just turn down the temperature on these ...
Not Everyone Is Worried About America’s Falling Birthrates
The year before, assassins killed Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr. The United States was bogged down in a bloody and ... no longer struggled for the basic essentials of life. In Star Trek, ...
New space race warrants optimism
After a severe ankle knack aged just 17 ruled her out of a playing career she went to college to study European Studies, Spanish and Sociology ... seems thoroughly down to earth without any ...
Hayes is setting standards on the touchline and in the media
I had just changed into my pajamas when I smelled the smoke. I had heard the fireworks earlier, but fireworks aren’t exactly unusual in Vallejo in the run-up to Fourth of July, so I didn’t think ...
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